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Abstract

Several prototypical distributions of finite-time Lyapunov exponents have been computed for the two-dimensional
Heiles Hamiltonian system. Different shapes are obtained for each dynamical state. Even when an evolution is obser
morphology of the distributions for the smallest integration intervals, they can still serve for characterizing the dynami
of the system.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Lyapunov exponents are a well-known diagnos
tool for analyzing chaotic motion. In the past few yea
major attention has been paid in the distribution
the so-called finite-time Lyapunov exponents. As
shapes of these distributions can serve as indica
of the overall degree of instability of a system,
evolution or stationarity is a key question. Our wo
focuses in the study of the distributions calcula
with the smallest time interval available, in order
see if they are still valid indicators, with such loc
information. The Letter’s structure is as follows. Fir
we will review the different definitions found in th
literature, in order to clarify many different but relate
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concepts. Then, a set of prototypical distributions
several orbit types in the Hénon–Heiles Hamilton
will be shown. This conservative system has be
selected, because in spite of its simplicity, it sho
a large richness concerning the behavior of its orb
Finally, we will end with some concluding remarks.

1.1. Lyapunov exponents

The ordinary (or global) Lyapunov exponent d
scribes the evolution in time of the distancez(t) be-
tween two nearly initial conditions, separatedδz(0) at
t = 0, and it is defined in the following manner:

(1)χ = lim
t→∞ lim

δz(0)→0

1

t
log

δz(t)

δz(0)
.

Note that log means loge. The global Lyapunov
exponents have been proven to be a quite useful
hts reserved.
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for analyzing chaotic motion, and their utility comes
part from the fact that their values do not depend u
the metric. However, since in practice the calculat
is performed numerically, only a finite integration tim
is used instead of the infinite time defined abo
This leads to an approximated value instead of
real one, producing the so-called local (or finite-tim
Lyapunov exponent. This is of course more import
when working with experimental data, because of
very small number of measurements.

It should be noted that neither the notation nor
definitions are standard in the literature. Since t
can produce some confusion, it would be worthy
summarize some of them. Some authors as in Refs
2] use the widely found terms of short-time Lyapun
characteristic numbers or local Lyapunov exponent
follows:

(2)χ(	t) = lim
δz(0)→0

1

	t
log

δz(	t)

δz(0)
.

This quantity also appears later referred by th
authors as (maximal) short-time Lyapunov expon
or finite-time Lyapunov exponent. Obviously the re
tion between them is

(3)χ = lim
	t→∞χ(	t).

Another widely used term is the Lyapunov chara
teristic number, or LCN. This is defined for instan
in Ref. [3] as the limit whent → ∞ of

(4)χ = 1

t
log

δz(t)

δz(0)
.

Note that as the deviationδz(0) is taken to be an
infinitesimal, then this definition is the same that t
ones in Refs. [1,2]. In addition, [4] uses the maxim
LCN, as

(5)χ = lim
t→∞

1

t
log

δz(t)

δz(0)
,

being in essence the same that the ordinary glo
Lyapunov exponent.

The concept of local Lyapunov exponent (LL
or effective Lyapunov exponent, introduced by [6–
for studying Hamiltonian systems, appears define
Ref. [5] as

(6)Λ(t) = 1

t
log

δz(t)

δz(0)
.

In this case,t can be large but finite. The algorith
for its computation will be described in the ne
paragraphs, since this is the definition that we h
used along our study, but using the symbolχ(t)

instead ofΛ(t).
The notion of stretching number, or generaliz

Lyapunov indicator, was introduced in [9,10], and
appears as a particular case from the local Lyapu
exponent whent = 1. Consequently the LCN is the
the sum of stretching numbers divided by	t . And
according to [5], the average value of the stretch
number is the maximal LCN.

Finally, it can be found also the term fast Lyapun
indicator, or FLI, as in [11], and the term small
alignment index, or SALI, as in [12], as simp
numerical indexes for determining if a given orbit
ordered or chaotic (see both references for deta
information).

The definition of LLE according to Eq. (6) i
strongly related to the way in which the exponents
obtained. Theδz(t) is the principal semi-axis of a
initial ball of radiusδz(0) after some integration step
For the computation of the exponents, we exam
the length evolution of the axes of the ellipso
defined by a set of orthonormalD-dimensional vectors
centered in the initial condition. The stretch expone
following Refs. [13,14], are the natural logarithm
of the average growth rate per iteration (also ca
Lyapunov number) by which the vectors expand alo
the D directions. The sum of the stretch expone
after N steps divided byN is the local Lyapunov
exponent (or LLE) and the limit of such sum wh
N goes to infinity is the global Lyapunov expone
Details concerning the computation of the Lyapun
exponents may be found in Ref. [15].

The initial orientation of the axes leads to diffe
ent effective growth rates and, in consequence, foll
ing Ref. [17], the local Lyapunov exponents can
divided in two types: the finite-time Lyapunov exp
nents and the finite-sample Lyapunov exponents.
set ofD-orthogonal vectors undergoes a few transi
steps as their initial directions are chosen at rand
After a few steps of integration and orthonormaliz
tion, they could be considered already locally char
teristic (that means specific of a certain local flow).
the first type refers to the case when the directions
incide with the right singular vectors of the matrix r
sulting from the Jacobian product, and the second
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to the case when they correspond to the vectors re
ing from the evolution of those singular vectors so
steps before starting the computations.

1.2. Lyapunov exponents distributions

If we make a partition of the whole integratio
time along one orbit into a series of time interva
of size 	t , then it is possible to compute the finit
time Lyapunov exponentsχ(	t) for each interval,
and to plot the resulting distribution of values. B
examining such spectrum, we can get informat
about the overall degree of instability of the orb
Such an approach has proved to be useful in sev
fields such as galactic dynamics [18,19], analyz
chaotic fluid flows in the context of fast dynam
[20] or chaotic packet mixing and transport in wa
systems [21]. The mean of the distribution correla
with the maximal Lyapunov characteristic numb
for finite sample exponents, and the shape of s
distribution can serve as a valid chaoticity indicat
as it shows the range of values forχ . In principle,
the shape depends on the initial condition (so on
invariant measure towards it evolves), and also on
sampling interval size	t . The distribution of finite-
time Lyapunov exponents can be normalized divid
it by the total number of intervals thus obtainin
a probability density functionP(χ), that gives the
probability of getting a given valueχ between[χ,χ +
dχ]. Hence, the probability of getting a positiveχ(	t)

or F+ (and analogouslyF−) can be defined as

(7)F+ =
∞∫

0

P(χ) dχ.

Two ways for calculating such distributions a
possible. The first one is starting from a given init
condition and integrating during the interval	t , thus
leading to aχ(	t), and starting again the cycle fro
that point. The second way is taking an ensemble
initial conditions on the available phase space (or
ergy surface). For each initial point,χ(	t) is calcu-
lated as before, without later progression in that
bit (see, for instance, Refs. [1,2,22]). When the ph
space is largely stochastic and the regular reg
small, both distributions coincide, in agreement w
the ergodic theorem. If the finite intervals are lar
enough, the expected shapes are Gaussian, as the
l

n-

tral limit theorem holds and the correlations die o
However, for small finite intervals, the shapes can
different, as we will see later. In any case, when re
lar orbits appear, shapes can differ substantially.

1.3. Distribution behavior at very short times

We are carrying out a search on how to characte
the most chaotic orbits in a given flow. As the sha
of these distributions can serve as a valid indica
its evolution or stationarity is a key question. Th
Letter follows some of the ideas started in [1,
where the dependency on the sampling time
the evolution towards an invariant measure in
distributions from orbits in chaotic domains ha
been analyzed. A clear description of how the
spectra characterize the dynamical state in a se
Hamiltonian prototypical cases was a motivation
our work. Many distributions belonging to typic
maps have been studied, as, for instance, in [14,23
but less consideration has been given to conserva
systems, where no attractors are found. Indeed,
are interested in the distributions for characteriz
not only the possible final invariant measure, but a
the orbit stability itself, including the unstable an
the open orbits (those that will escape towards
infinity). The main goal will be then to generate a s
of prototypical distributions for those different orb
behaviors.

Several criteria for choosing a small	t are found
in the literature. The shortest interval that can be u
in the case of maps is one iteration of the map. Ho
ever, for flows, as this time interval is a continuo
quantity, several approaches are possible. It can
taken very small, although obviously not smaller th
the integration step. It has not been completely es
lished yet whether these finite-time Lyapunov exp
nents distributions are typical or stationary when co
puted with short intervals	t [13].

We are interested in analyzing how the distributio
calculated with the smallest available	t interval
characterize the system. Even when some variabili
expected when taken such intervals, they can still s
for tracing the system. In fact, a way to determ
the structure of a Lyapunov spectrum locally, that
within some small (in principle infinitesimal) tim
interval is shown in Ref. [25]. Taking the interval si
as small as possible, the correlation of each va
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to the following one will depend only on the loc
orbit behavior. We will try to find out if the loca
information is enough for obtaining valid results
if we should increase such interval. Alternatively, t
size can be equal to any time interval with physi
meaning, such as the characteristic time of the sys
or the crossing time of the orbit with a given Poinca
section. Finally, instead of a fixed	t , it is possible to
choose a variable sampling interval, as in [4], wh
it is taken to be equal to the interval where theχ(	t)

reaches a temporary limit. On the other hand, when
size of 	t is increased, the local details are wash
out. In the limit, χ(	t → ∞) tends to the globa
Lyapunov exponent, and the distribution tends to
a Dirac-δ centered at this global value.

2. Behavior in a two-dimensional Hamiltonian:
the Hénon–Heiles system

In order to analyze distributions of finite-time Ly
punov exponents with such an approach, we h
chosen the Hénon–Heiles Hamiltonian, which is
two-dimensional time independent Hamiltonian s
tem which was originated as a model in galactic
namics [26]. The equation of this Hamiltonian is giv
by

(8)H = 1

2

(
p2

x + p2
y

) + 1

2

(
x2 + y2 + 2x2y + 2

3
y3

)
.

We are interested in this model because it is c
nected to a physical problem and also because in s
of its simplicity it presents a rather rich complex d
namics. According to the energy of the orbit, which
related to the initial condition, different dynamic b
haviors may appear and paradigmatic examples o
so-called pseudodeterministic models can be fou
These models only yield to relevant information ov
trajectories of reasonable length due to the unstabl
mension variability (see [27,28]). The oscillating b
havior of the finite-time Lyapunov exponents abo
zero has been found to be associated to these m
els [24]. As we are dealing with a two-dimension
system, four Lyapunov exponents will exist. Ho
ever, since it is a conservative Hamiltonian syste
λi = −λ5−i for (i = 1, . . . ,4) and only two different
values ofλ are independent. One of them will be ta
gent to the trajectory, parallel to the velocity field, a
-

the other one, transverse to it. The tangent one is n
relevant as it tends to zero in the limit case.

The distribution of the finite-time or local Lya
punov exponents was carried out by using stand
methods, and the initial ellipse axes were chose
random. We have used a sixth-order Runge–Kutta
tegrator with a fixed time step equal to 10−2, since
it provides enough accuracy for our purposes. A
also we have carefully checked that the propertyλi =
−λ5−i was kept as the integration was evolving
time, to assure the goodness of the numerical comp
tions. The Poincaré cross-section with the planex = 0
has been plotted for each state, in order to compare
distribution with the dynamical state. We have selec
this plane because of the symmetry of the system w
respect to it, so each orbit must repeatedly intersec
Then, the crossing time is defined as the time betw
successive section crosses.

We have started the analysis computing perio
and quasiperiodic cases. In a fully stable periodic m
tion, as the harmonic oscillator, plotting the evoluti
of the χ(	t) as the integration takes place, leads
plot a horizontal line, since always we get the sa
value χ(	t) for every interval. So calculating th
finite-time Lyapunov exponents distribution we ge
single peaked distribution centered in a given posi
value. If the interval size increases,χ(	t 	) → 0,
and the peak shifts towards zero.

We can compare the former case with an o
near an Unstable Periodic Orbit (UPO). This can
observed when the energyE takes the value 1/4,
in the Lyapunov Orbit. This orbit defines a frontie
Every orbit with an initial energy larger than th
escape energy and moving outwards, if it crosses
Lyapunov Orbit, will escape from the system and w
never come back (see [29]). The phase space o
example of such orbit is plotted in Fig. 1(a). For t
case of an UPO, each point must avoid all regi
χ(	t) < 0. The distribution of finite-time Lyapuno
exponents is formed by two peaks, both cente
around positive values. When the initial condition
slightly different from the one leading to the unstab
periodic orbit, the distribution is similar to the sol
line of Fig. 1(b), where we observe two broaden
peaks centered around positive values, and a
associated to the orbit once it has escaped. The
peaks are plotted when the orbit is confined, and
behavior is similar to an exact UPO. But now, the va
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Orbit near an UPO, whenE = 1/4. The periodT is roughly 3.6 time-units. The figure is a zoom in of the inset which appears at the
bottom right. (b) The solid line shows the probability distribution formed with an integration of 40 time-units when	t = 0.02. The rightmost
two peaks are traced when the orbit is confined, before escaping after 8T time-units. The dashed probability distribution is when	t = 0.1
and the dotted one when	t = 0.3. The smaller panel above the probability distribution figures shows the oscillating behavior ofχ(	t) as the
integration takes place.
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of χ(	t) oscillates between those peaks, as show
the solid line of the smaller panel of Fig. 1(b), leadi
to the intermediate spectrum of values between
main peaks.

But after having integrated 8T time-units, or af-
ter roughly 1600 finite intervals, the particle escap
Now the range of values ofχ(	t) no longer oscillates
but get new values, leading to a left tail of totally d
ferent values, plotting, for instance, the smaller n
ative centered peak that appears att = 35 time-units.
Indeed, as shown in the smaller panel of Fig. 1(a),
motion can now follow an open track, thus the tail
the distribution extends and several small peaks c
tered below−0.2 (not shown) are produced. When w
consider initial conditions far away from the UPO, th
is orbits with smaller escape times, the general sp
trum shape is different due to the tail, as it is produ
by the values once the particle has escaped. But m
while the orbit is confined, the shape is always qu
similar. If the interval size	t is increased, but stil
smaller than the escaping time, it is observed that
main peaks shift towards larger positive values and
gin to merge, as shown by the dashed (	t = 0.1) and
dotted (	t = 0.3) lines of Fig. 1(b). As reflected in th
smaller panel, the oscillation (around a larger value
the finite time exponents values is preserved, but it
gins to disappear after a smaller number of integra
intervals.

The following case analyzed is a quasi-perio
orbit, found in the Hénon–Heiles system for the ene
E = 1/8. Its Poincaré surface cross section is depic
in Fig. 2(a), and it shows a set of ten islands, wh
is associated to a period-5 orbit. The five islands
the left are plotted when thex = 0 plane is crosse
from thex < 0 subspace towardsx > 0, and the othe
five on the right when returning to thex < 0 subspace
The distribution of finite-time Lyapunov exponen
for an interval	t of 0.02 and total integration tim
of 104 time-units is the solid line in lower panel o
Fig. 2(b). It shows ten peaks, five centered aro
negative values and the other five centered aro
positive values.

In the inset panel, it has been plotted the evolut
of the short time Lyapunov exponent with time (
the integrated number of intervals	t increases). As
it is a quasi-periodic orbit, it can be observed qua
periodic oscillations, with five oscillations per larg
period. These oscillations inχ(	t) are shown in the
-

smaller inset panel. Each oscillation is associate
an island in the Poincaré section, thus to a pea
the probability distribution. Inside each period, w
can count five oscillations, so five peaks are obtai
in the distribution. Between each peak, a range
values is obtained, thus leading to the spectrum
values between the main peaks. As we are dea
with an orbit near a period-5 orbit, only 10 pea
can be obtained. This means that there are arbitr
finite intervals for which the orbit, on the average,
repelling in one of the dimensions and other interv
for which is attracting in the same dimension. T
shape of the distribution is independent on the ini
condition along the orbit, and longer integrations
fact, larger than 600 time-units, the circuit time
period to plot the 5 islands) do not lead to differe
shapes, because in this case we should only be ad
more periods to the already sampled one. When
initial condition is moved far away from the period
orbit, the distribution broadens but remains with
similar morphology.

When the interval size increases, the range
values around which the peaks are centered is red
and it is shifted towards positive values, as sho
in the lower panel of Fig. 2(b) as dotted lines, a
zoomed in the upper leftmost panel. When	t = 10,
a multipeaked probability distribution is still observe
since this value is larger than the crossing time but
smaller than the total circuit time, which is rough
32 time-units. This case is found as dashed-dotte
the upper rightmost panel. For larger sizes of ti
intervals the peaks begin to merge, as	t begins to be
equal to the circuit time.

This behavior is different for orbits showing som
chaoticity. One example appears in Fig. 3(a), with i
tial energyE = 1/12. The solid line in Fig. 3(b) show
the corresponding probability distribution with an i
tegration time of 20 000 units, and	t = 0.02. The
whole available phase space is traced and longe
tegrations lead basically to the same shape. This s
does not correspond to a “typical” chaotic state, wh
the central limit theorem holds for a number of av
aged quantities, including local Lyapunov expone
(see [8,16]) and the distributions can be fitted b
Gaussian, since the correlations die out. Neither d
it to an intermittent system, where the shape migh
a combination of a normal density and a stretched
ponential tail, due to the long correlation persistenc
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Poincaré cross-section of a quasi-periodic orbit of energyE = 1/8, associated to a period-5 orbit. The crossing time is approximately
6.2 time-units. Each time a point crosses the section, a different island is crossed and the total time before repeating an island is roughly 31.5
time-units. (b) The lower and larger panel shows the probability distribution of finite-time Lyapunov exponents, showing 10 peaks both in
positive and negative values, when	t = 0.02 and total integration time 104 time-units. The dashed probability distribution is when	t = 10
and integration time 106, and is zoomed in the upper leftmost panel. The dotted line represents the probability distribution when	t = 100 and
integration time 106, and is zoomed in the upper rightmost panel.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Poincaré cross-section of an orbit of energyE = 1/12. The crossing time is approximately 6.75 time-units. (b) The solid line shows
the probability distribution of finite-time Lyapunov exponents formed with an integration of 20000 time-units when	t = 0.02. The dotted and
dashed lines represent the probability distributions corresponding to partial 1000 time-units integrations started at arbitrary points of the same
orbit. These partial integrations reflects some of the different transients of Table 1. The smaller panel shows the oscillating behavior ofχ(	t)

as the integration takes place.
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As we are analyzing the evolution or stationar
of the probability distributions, it is important t
keep in mind the difference between stationar
due to the dynamics at certain time, and ergodic
time-averaged property of the trajectories. In a n
ergodic orbit, the trajectory does not cover the wh
hypersurface of constant energy, so two differ
initial conditions cover different parts of the ener
surface leading to different temporal averages e
for times tending to infinity. In such systems the
is not a unique equilibrium state, but different on
depending on the starting point. Conversely, a uni
equilibrium state can be reached in an ergodic. A
generic ensembles of initial conditions will evolv
towards a given distribution, time-independent or w
little variability on long time-scales. One key point
the time involved in such evolution towards the fin
state. If the physical time scales are relevant and
time is too long for being realistic, those ensemb
will not be able to be used as a valid skeleton for
observed system behavior.

So when computing probability distributions fro
a set of initial conditions, we need to be sure that t
are in the same domain of the Poincaré section. In
case, we get again the solid histogram of Fig. 3
On the other hand, the stationarity of a distributi
can be defined when the statistical parameters do
change with time, and this depends on the varia
dynamics along the given orbit. When the probabi
distribution from a single orbit is computed, th
morphology may depend on the initial point, wh
the total integration time is not large enough,
several transients of different behavior are found (
Ref. [17]).

In order to catch the behavior of the transie
periods, we have computed probability distributio
formed integrating just 103 time-units (150-times the
crossing time), which are described in Table 1.

Three of them appear in Fig. 3(b). The characte
tic time on which the orbit forgets its previous degr
of instability is small (low correlation time), as the
are quite different. The standard deviation of the d
tributionsσ gives a measure of the degree in whichχ

deviates from the mean, being a measure of the st
ity or variability of the values ofχ along the orbit. The
probability of getting a positive value for a finite-tim
Lyapunov exponentF+ takes different values rang
ing from 0.4 up to 0.7 quite randomly, what indicate
Table 1
Several probability distribution behaviors in the caseE = 1/12
for the smallest interval size	t = 0.02. The statistics are fo
integrations of 103 time-units starting att0

t0 Mean Std. Dev. Median F+(t0)

0 −0.04402 0.18489 −0.44017 0.43455
103 −0.01337 0.16457 −0.01337 0.67674

2× 103 −0.01318 0.16437 −0.01318 0.66708
3× 103 −0.01318 0.16438 −0.01318 0.67882

12× 103 −0.04406 0.18492 −0.04406 0.47806
14× 103 −0.016346 0.152195 −0.016346 0.700080

Fig. 4. The distribution of finite-time Lyapunov exponents in t
caseE = 1/12 formed with an integration of 106 time-units when
	t = 1 is plotted as solid line in the lower panel. The same w
	t = 10 appears in dashed line, and is zoomed in the upper p
In this later one, it is also traced the distribution when	t = 100.

different behaviors, regular at some stages, chaot
others, as reflected in the shape of the distributio
For instance, the first transient shows two well se
rated peaks, like a quasi-periodic orbit (dotted lin
while the third transient shows a multi-peaked d
tribution (dotted-dashed line). When the time evo
tion of the finite-time Lyapunov distributions (and th
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Table 2
Several distribution behaviors in the caseE = 1/12 for interval size
	t = 1. The statistics are for integrations of 103 time-units starting
at t0

t0 Mean Std. Dev. Median F+(t0)

0 0.07362 0.17391 0.07362 0.46000
103 0.09552 0.17119 0.09552 0.74000

2× 103 0.09293 0.17478 0.09293 0.72000
3× 103 0.09117 0.17415 0.09117 0.73000

12× 103 0.06484 0.16613 0.06484 0.51000
14× 103 0.08573 0.14284 0.08573 0.75000

time evolution ofχ(	t) itself, as shown in the smalle
panel) is compared with the way the consequent
the Poincaré section fill the available phase space
see how each distribution corresponds to a differ
way of tracing the Poincaré section.

If we change the interval size	t by a small integer
factor, our result is only a rescaling of the spectrum
was shown in Ref. [19]. However, when it is increas
up to, say,	t = 1, which is still smaller than the
averaged crossing time, a different multi-peaked sh
is obtained, as the solid line in the lower panel
Fig. 4 shows. The local details are washed up as
interval size is larger than the crossing time, so w
a 	t = 10 (dotted line), the shape is again differe
This distribution is zoomed in the upper panel and t
smooth peaks well fitted by Gaussians, the main
centered around positive values are observed. For
larger values of	t = 100, a probability distribution
with a the form of a single peak Gaussian is fou
which is plotted as a solid line in the upper pan
of Fig. 4, since the central limit theorem begins
hold. Finally, for much larger values of	t = 100, the
distributions collapse toδ-functions centered aroun
the global Lyapunov value. In addition, the chaotic
indicators vary with the interval size. The values
Table 2 are calculated as in Table 1, so here it app
the statistics for the transients with an integrat
(sampling) of	t = 1.

The mean value calculated with the larger inter
on each transient is different to the calculated one w
the smallest interval. Moreover, the values ofF+ are
larger, and for even larger interval sizes, the transie
may vanish. Nevertheless it is remarkable that
evolution of F+, which is an indicator of the loca
chaoticity, is similar in both cases. The Table 3 sho
how the total integration time for a given interval si
is correlated with these indicators, showing that for
smallest interval we obtain similar results.

This can be explained indicating that by integrat
2×104 time-units, we have already passed through
possible values of the oscillating short time Lyapun
exponent, so even increasing the total integration t
up to 2× 105 time-units, the spectrum is basical
the same. For larger intervals, the statistics is poo
as the total number of intervals taken into accoun
smaller, but the same reasoning can be used. W
	t = 1, we are still getting almost the same patt
in the oscillations with 2× 104 time-units or 2× 105,
so the values are still quite similar. But with	t = 10,
the values are slightly different, as the pattern of
oscillations of the short time Lyapunov exponent
also slightly different.

Finally, the characterization of the distributions c
responding to chaotic orbits is discussed. We take
orbit with an initial energyE = 1/8, that almost fills
completely the available phase space, as shown b
Poincaré cross section in Fig. 5(a). The correspo
ing probability distribution is plotted as a solid lin
in Fig. 5(b). The smaller panel shows again the os
lations of χ(	t) as the integration takes place. T
same probability distribution is obtained by integr
ing along a single initial condition or an ensemble
initial conditions, due to the ergodicity of the syste
The shape reminds the one described for attracto
Table 3
Sensitivity of the statistics of the finite-time Lyapunov distributions in the caseE = 1/12 for several integration time and interval sizes

t (total time) 	t (time) Mean Std. Dev. Median F+(t0)

2× 104 0.02 −0.04403 0.18490 −0.04403 0.64226
2× 105 0.02 −0.04407 0.18492 −0.04407 0.65772
2× 104 1 0.08553 0.17873 0.08553 0.69000
2× 105 1 0.08454 0.18004 0.08454 0.71060
2× 104 10 0.03215 0.06258 0.03215 0.90400
2× 105 10 0.02509 0.06671 0.02511 0.89565
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Poincaré cross-section of an orbit of energyE = 1/8. The crossing time is approximately 6.80 time-units. (b) Probability distribution
of finite-time Lyapunov exponents. The solid line corresponds to an integration of 20000 time-units when	t = 0.02. The dotted and dashed
ones to partial integrations of 103 time-units.The double peaked one corresponds to a sticky period. The smaller panel shows the oscillating
behavior ofχ(	t) as the integration takes place.
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Refs. [23,28], although the tail of the peak cente
around positive values extends through negative va
quite smoothly, instead of showing an exponential t
Two different transients of 103 time-units are plotted
as dotted and dashed lines in Fig. 5(b). We also see
the sticky orbits, those that remain near a regular isl
for a long time, tend to have smaller exponents than
non-sticky orbits. During the sticky periods, when t
orbit appears next to a quasi-periodic orbit torus,
distribution is clearly similar to a quasi-periodic cas
However, in the chaotic regime the peaks are bro
ened. With larger intervals (	t = 10) and integration
times (106 time-units), an almost Gaussian shaped d
tribution is obtained, centered around a positive va
This shows a morphology different from theE = 1/12
case, that did not reach such Gaussian form even w
	t = 10, meaning a different dynamics, which is a
manifested by the time the distribution takes to its fi
state.

Such different morphology can be seen by comp
ing the solid lines of Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 5(b). In th
later case, the peak is not so clear, and the distribu
is smoother, indicating that there is no larger pro
bility of getting a value over another one. In the p
vious case, there is a clear peak, indicating that th
is a high probability of getting the range of values
which the peak is constructed. So the later case i
cates that there is more “chaoticity” in the sense t
there are no privileged values, as in theE = 1/12 case,
so there is a larger ergodicity, in the sense that the
bit is able to reach with the same probability all t
available phase space. However, it should be taken
account that during certain transient periods, the
havior is equivalent to regular motions, as during
sticky transients (double-peaked distributions).

3. Conclusions

The results presented here are of general inte
in describing how the distributions of finite-time Ly
punov exponents are valid indicators when compu
with the smallest time interval. Several prototypic
distribution morphologies have been plotted for diff
ent energy values of the Hénon–Heiles Hamiltoni
These calculations can be carried out in three wa
First, calculating a huge numberN of short-time ex-
ponents of size	t along the same orbit. Second, ta
t

ing a smaller number of larger	t (to allow the values
to saturate). Third, selecting carefully an ensemble
N initial conditions in the same domain.

Our calculations have focused in the use of
smallest interval size, searching for the stationarity
evolution of the distributions. It has been observ
that they characterize the motion in the differe
possible cases. Shapes well differentiated from
ones described in the literature have been found as
depend both on the motion type, the interval size
the integration time. In the fully regular motion, th
shape is independent on the size of the chosen s
interval. When the case of a UPO was analyzed
was observed the importance of the size of the inte
with respect to the time the particle was confin
before escaping. In the quasi-periodic case, the fi
shape is independent of the initial point along the o
and is reached after a small integration time (a f
times the crossing time). For larger intervals, the sh
is still well differentiated from the other cases, ev
when a short integration time is used. In the cha
motions of energy valuesE = 1/12 andE = 1/8, the
shape depends strongly on the initial point for sh
total integration times, since the distribution evolv
through several transients and consequently sev
cycles are required before reaching the final sha
According to Ref. [5], the spectrum of chaotic orb
is invariant with respect to the initial conditions alo
the same invariant curve, but this only is applicable
large integrations or large intervals. However, trac
the distributions with the smallest intervals giv
information on the local evolution of the stability fo
short time scales. The morphology of the distributio
traces the dynamics and the evolution of the valueF+
is the same independently of the interval size.

One interesting point is to analyze the sources
the components of the distribution morphology. T
local behavior is given by the local exponents, th
the overall shape depends on the local orbit beha
as the exponents can be considered specific
certain local flow. And as we have seen, the ove
behavior is the sum of the different behaviors:
ones corresponding to the smaller intervals when
local exponents were calculated. In addition, the lo
orbit behavior can be understood in terms of simp
periodic orbits, as possible basic blocks for shadow
the observed complicated behavior. This is a q
interesting research topic that can extend the cur
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results, by studying the role of such periodic orbits
the construction of the structures described here.

As different parts of the same chaotic orbit m
show different local exponents values in the differ
transients, this would indicate that the chaotic ph
mixing [30] could be larger than the regular pha
mixing at certain physical relevant time scales.
may conclude from here that different rates might e
in the evolution of the system towards its final state

Our analysis has focused in a Hamiltonian syste
where the stochastic orbits are ergodic. In this ca
the results from generating the distributions from
adequate ensemble or from a single orbit are eq
alent. But by taking the later approach, we we
also able to manage with the distributions of no
ergodic orbits. The results obtained with this appro
should be valid for orbits both in conservative or no
conservative systems, and in the case of dissipa
systems, the distributions of the attractors descri
in the literature can be found. But as an evolution
wards a final distribution is not guaranteed in a giv
time, the results on the stationarity or evolution dur
that period hold.

In addition, for two-dimensional Hamiltonians a
this one, the existence of KAM tori produces the ex
tence of sticky and non-sticky orbits, so the describ
phenomenology on the sticky transients is spec
of this type of systems. It should be remarked t
for three-dimensional Hamiltonians, the cantori a
pear and this is no longer applicable since, in the e
the Arnold diffusion produces a merging of the orbi

The previous discussion shows also some impl
tions from the physical meaning of the system. As
long integrations required for computing the glob
Lyapunov exponents have no meaning in a gala
system, since the universe evolves in a shorter tim
is reasonable to use smaller integrations. Furtherm
the smallest interval sizes can be used since they c
acterize the local behavior.
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